William’s Stories

WILLIAM’S STORIES LEARNING ACTIVITIES
There are four sets of materials and accompanying learning activities in this
section. During the pilots they were studied separately but they can be
adapted and interwoven. Some of the learning activities require 5-6 sessions
others 2 – 3 but they can be extended adapted and interwoven according to
individual needs.






William’s Family is a series of stories with learning activities
raising issues of identity and its expression; diversity and
inclusion/exclusion; stereotypes; assumptions and sectarianism
William and Treetops and the accompanying learning activities
explore the theme of loss
William and Lindsay and the accompanying learning activities
explore being differently-abled
William and Patrick introduces 4 stories with learning activities
raising issues of identity and its expression; diversity and
inclusion/exclusion; stereotypes; assumptions and racism for the
Settled and Traveller communities.

William is a large puppet as the illustration shows. Puppets like him are
commercially available. You could also send the ‘knitted puppet’ pattern
(available in Resources section) home with the children to see if any of the
parents/extended family would contribute a few. You could also adapt and
dress up a cuddly toy/doll or just use the pictures although the puppets
were a real asset during the pilots.





Teachers and leaders can adapt the following to suit their own needs.
The methodology that worked best on the pilots was ‘circle time’. For
more information about methodologies that build a positive learning
environment please see the chapter on group work and facilitation in
Lynagh N and M Potter, Joined Up (Belfast: NICIE, Corrymeela)
2005, pp 43 – 86. There is a hyperlink to this resource in the ‘Getting
Started’ page in the Introduction.
Teachers/leaders need to explore and be comfortable with their own
identity before discussing identity with the class/group.
It is
important for us to accept others both for the ways in which we are
different and also for the ways in which we are similar and to express
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our identity in ways that do not harden boundaries with others. You
can find out more about sectarianism and approaches to difference in
the trunk and branches sections of the downloadable ‘Moving Beyond
Sectarianism’(young adults) at:
www.tcd.ie/ise/projects/seed.php#mbspacks
It is important that parents are aware of the issues in this unit so you
will need to send a letter home explaining the content of the resource
you are using and why.
WILLIAM’S FAMILY

WILLIAM’S FAMILY
A programme for 4/5 sessions of 40 minutes
LEARNING INTENTION:
In sharing William’s stories, we will earn more about and
share feelings associated with conflict and sectarianism
loss
CORE CONCEPT:
Our identity is our personal and cultural history

SUGGESTED SUCCESS CRITERIA

We will learn more about and share stories of
our families

We will share stories about identity and
difference using puppets

We will build co-operation and trust

We will encourage active listening & empathy

We will have an opportunity to write/draw
about our own identity; our connections
(bridges) and our separations (walls)

We will learn more about the effect of
hardened boundaries (walls) and how to
challenge them if we wish (build bridges) in
making and playing a game

We will learn more about discrimination;
stereotypes; prejudice; negative ‘isms’ in
particular, sectarianism.

We will learn more about identity and its
expression

We will share and evaluate what we have
learnt from a baseline

WILLIAM’S FAMILY – exploring identity
This column gives suggestions for a lesson outline
SESSION 1 ALBERT AND ROSIE
Opening activity
Events Calendar Invite members of the class/group to
share information on events throughout the year,
focusing particularly on Saint Patrick’s Day and the
Twelth
Ulster Wean’s A-Z wall frieze; or a weave - share
what we know about events, badges of identity, places
and spaces in the local and wider community in Northern
Ireland. Talk about how we feel about the ‘green, white
and orange’ and the ‘red, white and blue’. Introduce
some symbols that belong to/are used in either/both
divided communities e.g. St Brigid’s cross; shamrock;
harp; daffodil; scout badge; Corrymeela badge etc. –
see William’s rucksack

DETAIL OF WHAT TO DO
This column lists resources needed and gives sources
for background information for each lesson
SESSION 1 ALBERT AND ROSIE
Opening and Closing activities Choose appropriate
activities for opening and closing each session from
‘Games’ in the Resources section
Events Calendar Print out your own Events Calendar
from the ‘Resources’ section
Ulster Wean’s A-Z frieze – the frieze, or the book,
may still be available from the Community Relations
Resource Centre on College Square East. It is another
useful way of constructing a baseline – what the
children can recognise; name or share information
about.
Weave All you need is a white sheet/cloth and strips of
green, blue, orange and red cloth or ribbons
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Story of Albert and Rosie Talk about the story and
what we like/don’t like about it. Where on the weave
would we place Rosie and Albert? How would they feel
going into each others areas? What challenges will they
face in getting married? Choosing a place to live?
Bringing up their son?
In what ways are they
different? In what ways are they similar?
Closure – All Change Try using specific statements
about e.g. whether they ever:- visit an area flying
Ulster/Irish flags; go to church on St Patrick’s Day;
send cards to people for celebrations other than their
own; go to a St Patrick’s Day/Twelth parade etc.

Flags and symbols Flags and symbols are essential for
this session. You can print off pictures of flags from
the Quiz folder in the St Patrick’s Day and The Twelth
section or buy small ones and symbols from various
shops particularly at times near these events. Other
flags and symbols and information about them can be
found on this very useful website www.cain.ulst.ac.uk
Paper Cuttings If you have them, it is useful to share
newspaper headlines, cartoons and pictures of coverage
of different cultural events particularly from William’s
parents, Albert and Rosie’s communities.
Story of Albert and Rosie Print out the story and
accompanying picture.
More information about
Corrymeela
is
available
on
their
website
www.corrymeela.org If you or some members of the
class/group have visited Corrymeela, it may be good to
share some experiences.
Puppets Print out the ‘Knitted Puppet’ pattern in the
‘Resources’ section and the picture of Lindsay.. As a
‘whole school’ activity why not make a few of these (for
a whole school resource) inviting staff, governors,
parents and extended family members to participate?
Give them different coloured skin and dress them
differently – wearing a Celtic/Rangers top & scarf;
badges from Protestant/Catholic/other traditions; a
Kippa etc.
All Change Game Read the instructions for playing this
game in ‘Games’ in the Resources section. Think about
how you will use it.

SESSION 2 WILLIAM’S FAMILY
Opening activity - Gate game
Discussion Go over together what we did last week
(weave etc). Add the flags and introduce the word
’sectarianism’ and what we understand about it. It is
important to point out that sectarianism does not only
happen in N.I! The definition might be useful – also
some comparison with the related ‘isms’ – racism,
sexism, ageism etc. Use flashcards with the words
discrimination; stereotypes; sectarianism; racism;
sexism; ageism etc. Identity is complicated – ‘isms’
generalize and try to simplify it; separate us; build walls
between us.
Sharing what we remember of last week’s story? Mixed
identity; belonging; family; celebrating difference.
Introduce William if you have a William puppet or use
the pictures supplied. Tell the story of William’s
Family. Introduce the term ‘integrated school’ – you will
find more information about these at www.nicie.org
Why did Albert and Rosie choose an integrated school
for William? Would you agree/disagree with that choice
and why? What does his friend David say to help him
understand about identity?
Puppets Introduce the use of puppetry as a tool in
storytelling. This activity works best in smaller groups
of 5-8 so divide a larger class/group into smaller ones.
The puppets worked very well on the pilots – they

SESSION 2 WILLIAM’S FAMILY
Gate Game – read the instructions for playing this game
in ‘Games’ in the Resources section. Think about how you
will use it. This game, which ‘sorts’ people into
categories according to gender; appearance; clothes
worn etc. helps us experience what it’s like to be
‘grouped’ together. It will raise the issues of
minority/majority;
discrimination,
and
possibly
sectarianism; racism.
Save the Children have produced a booklet, ‘Think of
me, Think of you’ and another with Barnardo’s entitled,
‘Fair Play’ either of which you will find very useful for
this session
The definition of sectarianism – is available in this
section. More information on the research and packs
from www.tcd.ie/ise/projects/seed.php#mbspacks
Flashcards will be needed to help us remember the
terms – minority; majority.; discrimination; stereotypes;
sectarianism etc
Story – William’s Family Print out the story from this
section
Puppets – William and his Family. Purchase or make
puppets for this session or use the puppet pictures
available. These pictures are of puppets made from the
knitted pattern in ’resources’.
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provide safety in sharing about identity. Give each
person in the group a puppet. Invite them to introduce
their puppet – name and where they come from e.g. ‘I
am/This is Brian and I/he come/s from Ballysillan.’ In
a second round let the puppets say a bit more about
themselves – why they are here; how they feel about
living here; any difficulty they have living here; an
interest; a hope etc. In a third encourage interaction
between the different puppets. Some small groups may
like to share a story that comes out of their work
presenting a play to the others.
Closure
SESSION 3 WILLIAM’S VISIT TO GRANNY
QUINN’S
Opening activity – All Change Use the ‘all change’ game
to move people around the room according to various
family facts – if they have a sister; brother; never
argued with them (yet); have a pet dog/cat; cousins;
grandparents. Talk about grandparents William is going
to visit his grandparents in West Belfast at the
weekend. Share stories about our various grandparents
– where they live (For the pilot group locations like
Dromore; London; Birmingham; Berlin; Newcastle;
Dungannon;
Philippines!).
Talk
about
the
differences/similarities we observe when we visit our
grandparents – voices; accent; language.
William’s visit to Granny Quinn’s Using the William
puppet again, or the pictures supplied, tell the story of
William’s visit to his Granny Quinn’s. What do we
like/not like about this story? Talk about feeling ‘left
out’ – when does William feel left-out? Have we ever
felt like that? What’s a ‘proper’ Protestant/Catholic?
Have we ever heard that term? Do we like/dislike it?
Why?
Walls and Bridges Game Talk about ‘walls’ and ‘bridges’
and discuss examples of what we consider a ‘wall’ or a
‘bridge.’ When small group members have completed
their walls and bridges, get back into the bigger group
to talk about them. Is there sometimes a thin line
between the two? Is there a struggle for us all in the
whole area of diversity and inclusion? (There is a
definite tension between the expression and
maintenance/protection of ‘own’ identity and the
welcome and inclusion of ‘other’ identity particularly
when the ‘other’ identity is accompanied with a history
of rivalry, sectarianism, violence etc.) It’s good to
acknowledge tension – to talk, to listen to one another
and to learn more about ourselves and our relationships
with others. Share stories of the ways we can open a
‘hole in the wall’; life events that bring us ‘over our
walls’; challenges that help us build bridges or make our
walls more welcoming; less threatening to others. Share
any feelings/learning playing the game.
What
helps/doesn’t help people come together?
Closure Affirmation Chairs might be good

SESSION 3 WILLIAM’S VISIT TO GRANNY
QUINN’S
William’s visit to Granny Quinn’s Print out the story
from this section. You may want/need to read William
and his Dad first although there is a two-session
programme on ‘Loss’ following this one which focuses on
‘Identity’.
Opening activity – all change
Walls and Bridges Game This game is similar to Snakes
and Ladders – see instructions and photos of the game
made on one of the pilots in this section. Divide the
group into small groups of 4-5. You will need squares of
paper and pens, fabric and fabric crayons, a dice
and counters. You might want to show some pictures of
walls and bridges to the class – e.g. the ‘peace’ wall etc.
Choose some of the badges of identity as counters.
Playing the game during the pilots, there was a definite
wish that there might have been fewer walls (snakes)
and more bridges (ladders)! It worked better with a
smaller group – so if the group is large think about
keeping them in the 4 small groups and using four
boards. It is particularly good with a cross community
group
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SESSION 4 WILLIAM’S T-SHIRT
Opening activity – Passing William around the group and
sharing what we remember of his story so far.
William’s rucksack - William might like to show the
class the various items he keeps in his rucksack
including a T-shirt that he printed himself.
William’s T-shirt - Using the William puppet again, or
the pictures supplied, tell the story of William’s T-shirt
Designing and making a T-shirt
Closure – Fashion Show
Each group takes turns to describe and model their Tshirt and talk about identity; similarity and difference.
In describing the T-shirts we have an opportunity to
talk about symbols and badges; identity; similarity and
difference; connections and interdependence.

SESSION 4 WILLIAM’S T-SHIRT
William’s T-shirt - Print out the story from this
section and the picture of William’s rucksack.
Designing and making a T-shirt
Divide the class/group into four smaller groups to each
design a T-shirt that celebrates that group’s multiple
individual as well as group identities – not easy! We
have many individual identities, never mind ‘group,’ and
it’s hard to choose! Some of the common themes on the
pilot were the school crest; a disco ball; a football;
individually, their names and/or their faces; naming
different football teams; etc. The designs go onto
paper before going onto a T-shirt. If this is the first
time, a lot of them will learn how difficult it is to draw
with wax fabric crayons onto T-shirt cotton! Another
challenge for each small group will be to agree on who
will be the ‘model’ and who will be the ‘commentator’ at
the fashion show – great practice for group work skills!
Fashion Show – You will need music for this. An
evaluation can be made of the learning from this and
the baseline after the first

WILLIAM AND TREETOPS
STEPPING OUT
WILLIAM AND TREETOPS
A programme for 2 sessions of 40 minutes
LEARNING INTENTION:
We will think about someone or something very
important to us that we have lost
CORE CONCEPT:
Loss - children often experience feelings of loss when a
pet dies or a favourite toy is lost. Loss of a close
relative is even more significant and it is very difficult
for a child to have these feelings recognised when they
are never discussed
POINTS TO NOTE: Teachers may feel these
activities are of a sensitive nature and should adapt
them according to their needs and those of the class.
Teachers will need to consider their own feelings about
death and the particular needs and sensitivities of the
class in using this material

SUGGESTED SUCCESS CRITERIA
WILLIAM AND TREETOPS
AIMS

We will continue to build trust and share
stories with one another

We will learn more about William’s family and
share stories of our own

We will encourage active listening; empathy

We will share feelings associated with loss

We will share and talk about objects
associated with the loss

We will draw/write about the person/object
we have lost

We will learn more about loss
.

WILLIAM AND HIS DAD – exploring loss
This column gives suggestions for a lesson outline
SESSION 1
Opening activity
Story – read William and his Dad
Community of enquiry – with the use of a Feelings Cube
What feelings does William describe? Have we ever felt
like that? What helped William deal with his anger? His
guilt? What can we learn from William’s story?
Closure - All Change - Try using specific statements

DETAIL OF WHAT TO DO
This column lists resources needed and gives sources
for background information for each lesson
SESSION 1 WILLIAM AND HIS DAD
Opening and Closing activities – Choose appropriate
activities for opening and closing each session from
‘Games’ in the Resources section
Prepare - get some information. Contact Cruse
Bereavement Care, Knockbracken Healthcare 9079
2419; or the websites
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amongst the general ones e.g. whether they ever:- went
to a football match/cinema… with their dad, mum,
grandparent; ever felt angry/guilty; ever lost a special
toy etc.

www.childhoodbereavementnetwork.org.uk and
www.winstonswish.org.uk For more specific advice
contact Elaine Roub at elaine.roub@cruse.org.uk
Feelings pictures or a feelings cube will be useful to
have (Grace and Tracey section).
A William puppet/doll would be very useful. Otherwise
print out the pictures of William; William and his
rucksack; and William at Treetops as well as the story.
Story - William and his Dad.
William’s rucksack – design and make our own memory
container – bag; box; quilt etc
William’ and his Dad Story - Print out your own copy
of the story from this section
All Change Game – read the instructions for playing
this game in ‘Games’ in the Resources section. Think
about how you will use it.

Session 2
Opening activity
William’s rucksack picture - share the objects in
William’s rucksack – the photo of his Dad that he
framed at Treetops; his Corrymeela badge; his treetops
teddy…
Community of enquiry – What objects do you think
William might have in his teddy’s rucksack? Maybe a list
of his fears/worries? More stories/photos of his Dad?
Memory container What objects do we have/would we
put into our memory container that would remind us of
the special person or pet or toy that has been lost? How
do the memories help?
William at Treetops picture – the children in William’s
group shared various objects that helped them deal
with loss. Which of these would help you?
Closure

Session 2
Memory container If we already keep a ‘Memory Box’
of items that are important or have significance for us
then we will have a supply of memorabilia that we might
be able to use for a special person or pet or toy that
has been lost or was valued at one time. The type or
size of the container does not matter. Each child might
design and make their own container
William at Treetops picture – print out the picture
from this section
Closure You might like to try this one. In the circle
hold out your hands, the right palm up and the left one
down. Hold hands, explaining that the person on your
right is holding you while you hold the person on your
left.

WILLIAM AND LINDSAY
STEPPING OUT
WILLIAM AND LINDSAY
A programme for 3 sessions of 40 - 60 minutes
LEARNING INTENTION:
In sharing William’s stories, we learn more about and
share feelings associated with being differently-abled
CORE CONCEPT:
Our identity is our personal and cultural history.

SUGGESTED SUCCESS CRITERIA
WILLIAM AND LINDSAY
SESSION 1

We will build co-operation and trust

We will encourage active listening; empathy

We will experience being differently abled

We will carry out various activities/games
using a wheelchair; being differently abled

We will share feelings

We will learn more about what excludes us

We will tell/share stories about difference
and inclusion

We will have a chance to help/be helped in a
blind-lead exercise and talk about it

The group will have a chance to share
something they have learnt
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WILLIAM AND LINDSAY – exploring being
differently-abled
This column gives suggestions for a lesson outline
SESSION 1
Circle activity – Gate game Divide the class/group
according to gender; eye colour and whether or not we
wear glasses. Talk about the word ‘discrimination’ what
it means and how it feels to be discriminated against
Discussion – how did we feel? Division; exclusion
Puppet Stories.
Give everyone a puppet with different abilities; skin
colour etc. Share some storytelling in three rounds.
First we give our puppets names and say where we/they
are from and why we/they are here; second round
we/the puppets say how they feel being here. Examples
on the pilot - sad because people call me names (wearing
glasses); exciting because it’s different; going home
because people called me names because of my colour;
angry when people shout because I wear hearing aids..
Third round offer advice to each other – examples
ignoring them; asking them not to… shout etc; finding
friends who understand; inviting people/family to your
home or to stay etc.
Introduce Lindsay – Talk about the different ways we
can experience disability and the various tools available
to help – wheelchairs; glasses; hearing aids; sign
language; symbols; Braille; .using our other senses, less
frequently used and tell the stories ‘Use Your Head’
and Overcoming Barriers’. A good follow up to William’s
T-shirt.
Closure – All Change - Try using specific statements
about customs & traditions around being differently
abled e.g. whether they ever:- were sick; wore glasses;
spent time in hospital; had an accident; couldn’t take
part in something because of an injury etc.

DETAIL OF WHAT TO DO
This column lists resources needed and gives sources
for background information for each lesson
SESSION 1 – WILLIAM AND LINDSAY
Choose appropriate opening and closure activities from
the ‘Games’ in the ‘Resources’ section
Gate Game – read the instructions for playing this game
in ‘Games’ in the Resources section. Think about how you
will use it. This game, which ‘sorts’ people into
categories according to gender; appearance; clothes
worn etc. helps us experience what it’s like to be
‘grouped’ together.
Puppets stories - Using a collection of puppets and
props (glasses; hearing aids etc) to gauge how much we
know about ability and different ability and what
disables us. Make a wheelchair for one of them to go
into/through.
Lindsay - Print out your own copy of the stories and
pictures from this section.
All Change Game – read the instructions for playing
this game in ‘Games’ in the Resources section. Think
about how you will use it.

SESSION 2
Circle activity – The marked card - Find the first
one/s to sit in the wheelchair/s - give everyone a card,
with a mark/spot on whatever no. of chairs you have those who choose the card with the mark/spot go in the
chair. Disability can affect any of us at any time
indiscriminately.
Activities in a wheelchair - Building a Tower; Line ups;
Getting into a circle; getting into a square; getting
around the table; having our break; operating the chair
whilst distributing tumblers - taking turns in the chairs.
Continue until everyone who wants to, has had a turn in
the wheelchair.
Discussion How did people get on? Who liked/didn’t like
the experience of being a wheelchair-user? Share
personal experiences and also observations of one
another. Had anyone had previous experience? Does
anyone have a relative who is a wheelchair user? Any
comments about the height of the tables hurting knees
and affecting the posture of the wheelchair–user; but

SESSION 2
Opening and Closing activities – Choose appropriate
activities for opening and closing each session from
‘Games’ in the Resources section. Make sure the
activities are inclusive of all ability.
Opening activity - The marked card
Wheelchairs - You will need to borrow a couple of
wheelchairs for this session. Depending on the size of
the group and the space available, two is a good number.
These will not be easy to get especially child-sized ones.
Try contacting your local special school. If you have a
Schools Community Relations Programme (SCRP) link try
doing these exercises together. Find out more about
the SCRP scheme at www.creni.org
Blindfolds - You will need materials for the games
/activities in the wheelchairs. You will need a set of
blindfolds – half the number of the group. Sometimes
you can also get spectacles that help you to experience
what it’s like to have tunnel vision etc.
Activities in a wheelchair - In order to let everyone in
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a higher table facilitating the wheelchair user
inconveniencing those sitting in ordinary chairs – how to
stay together with different needs?
Closure

the group have a turn in the wheelchair, it will be
necessary to have a number of quick games like the
following, changing the wheelchair users in each game…
Building a Tower
Separate the group into smaller groups of 6-8 in number
with one of the wheelchair users in a group and others
with a tie restricting their dominant user hand. The
task for each group is to make a tower using newspapers
and tape. The team that builds the tallest tower ‘wins’.
Observe use of mouths; one hand; etc; if they work
together in a team e.g. two one-handed members cooperating or one member concentrating on cutting the
tape. Are any of them are ‘left out’ or not choosing to
join in?
Line up – age; birthday; hair colour etc Give
different children a turn in the chairs. The children
have to get in line according to age – oldest to youngest.
Observe the children showing annoyance with the
wheelchair users or trying to operate the chairs for the
user to their annoyance; or the wheelchair users getting
in the other children’s way, backing the chair into them,
feeling cramped, impatient etc. It will be important to
reflect on all of this at the end of the activities.

SESSION 3
Opening activity - Blind Lead
Discussion – Helping/being helped by others; Accepting
ourselves and others/being accepted. After each round,
ask those being led how they feel – ‘scared’ because
their helper will let them trip, fall or bump into things;
‘shy’ about taking a hand, holding an arm or reassuring
the blindfolded partner; ‘laughed at’ when they trip or
bump into another blindfolded partner? Talk about how
it must feel to be blind and what would make a good
carer!
Jigsaw closure
Give each group member a blank jigsaw card piece and
ask them to draw or write about some of the activities
we did together by way of evaluation.

SESSION 3
Circle activity – Blind lead - You will need Blindfolds
for this activity - half the number of the group..
Members of the group get into pairs and take it in turns
to wear the blindfold and be led or lead the partner
with the blindfold to a part of the room where they can
explore an object. After being led to a different part
of the room they take the blindfold off and then find
the object they have just explored.
Jigsaw Puzzle closure - Read the instructions for
playing this game in ‘Games’ in the Resources section.
Give out the pieces. Let each member of the class draw
or write about some of the activities we did together on
their piece of card – Colour each piece and stick the
pieces together.
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ALBERT AND ROSIE
William’s parents, Albert and Rosie met during a training weekend at the
Corrymeela centre in Ballycastle, county Antrim. The picture shows them
standing outside a building called the Croi. ‘Croi’ is an Irish word for ’heart’
and the Croi is where people staying in any of the residential units meet for
worship, group work, a concert, a drums workshop - even mask making.
The centre is owned by Corrymeela, a Christian community working for peace
and reconciliation in Northern Ireland and throughout the world1. Albert
and Rosie were both voluntary youth workers. Albert came from East
Belfast, Rosie from West Belfast and they and were doing a bit of group
work training as they had started to get more involved in cross-community
work. They kept in touch after the course and brought their clubs together
for a week at Corrymeela during the Summer Programme.
Rosie worked as a classroom assistant in a nursery school in West Belfast
and Albert was a plumber. They decided to marry, worked hard and managed
to buy a wee house off Tate’s avenue in South Belfast. They got married in
Rosie’s church. Albert’s family was not happy with their decision to marry
although they liked Rosie very much. It was just her ‘religion’ they had
problems with.
‘You’ll have nothing but trouble son,’ his mother told him. ‘You’re far better
staying with your own.’
They didn’t go to the wedding but wanted to keep in touch and said their
home would always be open to them.
When William came along everyone loved him but… wondered what identity
he would have.
‘We’ll bring our son up knowing about both sides an’ he’ll choose his own.’ His
mum said.
‘It won’t be easy in Northern Ireland, to escape a system (sectarianism) that
would trip a saint,’ agreed his dad, ’but really, its something we all have to do
and we have plenty of love and that will help.’

1

See www.corrymeela.org

1

WILLIAM’S FAMILY
William Beattie is 8 years old. He lives off the Lisburn Road in Belfast with
his mum, Rosie. William’s dad Albert is a Protestant. His mum is a Catholic.
Rosie and Albert met at Corrymeela in their teens when they were both
voluntary youth workers. It was love at first sight, Albert used to say.
When they got married in Rosie’s church in West Belfast, Albert’s parents
chose not to go. Albert and Rosie kept in touch with both of their families
because they wanted any children they might have, to learn about all the
different faiths and cultures living in Northern Ireland.
When William went to visit his mother’s family, the Quinn’s, he was called
‘Liam’; he went to mass with his mum and passed lampposts and pavement
kerbs painted green, white and orange. When he went to visit his father’s
family, the Beatties, he was called ‘Billy’; he went to play football in the park
with his cousins and passed lampposts and pavement kerbs painted red, white
and blue. He didn’t know if he ‘belonged’ in either of these families
especially when his cousins on his father’s side told him he wasn’t a ‘proper’
Protestant and his cousins on his mother’s side told him he wasn’t a ‘proper’
Catholic.
‘Mum’, he said one day, ‘am I a Protestant or a Catholic?’
Rosie told William that she had been brought up a Catholic and that Albert
had been brought up a Protestant. They had decided that William would go
to an integrated primary school and learn about all the denominations and
faiths and make up his own mind what he wanted to be. David, his best
friend at school was Jewish. Like William, he enjoyed football, and playing
games on the computer.
‘David, do you mind being different from everyone else in your street?’
William asked him. David told him he didn’t mind that much. It was just a
bit embarrassing when he was asked to a birthday party and couldn’t eat
some of the food he was offered, like pork sausages. William told David he
didn’t like pork sausages either. Then David explained to William that it was
a religious thing for him and his family.
‘Anyway,’ said David, ‘we’re all
different from everyone else in our street. We’re all individuals – no two
alike. There are also many ways in which we are similar. We’re both lads, we
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like football, we support Linfield, we go to the same school, we’re in the same
class, we like the same music… I could go on. We also look different and
belong to different families who worship God in different ways in different
buildings on different days.
‘Identity is very complicated,’ said William.
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WILLIAM AND HIS DAD
William Beattie is 9 years old. He lives off the Lisburn Road in Belfast with
his mum, Rosie. When he was 8 his father died. William has very happy
memories of his dad and also some sad ones. He remembers the day his dad
died. William’s dad, Albert, was a lorry driver and a keen football supporter.
He had been taking William with him to various matches to support his team,
Linfield in the nearby Windsor Park and William really looked forward to
them. One week, however, his Dad told him that he would not be taking
William this time because he had been very cheeky to his granny Quinn.
William was angry.
‘Dad, please, it’s not fair.’
‘You have to learn to respect your elders, William. Calling your Granny names
is just not on! Granny Quinn and your mother were very upset. I had to do
something. You’re not going to the match this week and that’s final. There’ll
be other matches, son.’
‘I hate you and I won’t go to another match with you ever again.’
William sat in his room that Saturday afternoon watching television and
wondering how the match was going. He so wanted to be there. He was also
feeling bad because he knew that he had been wrong to call his granny a
‘Fenian’2 just because he didn’t like her calling him ‘Liam’. He decided to
make a card for Granny saying he was sorry and he would apologize to his
Mum and Dad as well. He felt a bit better after he made the card and went
downstairs to wait for his Dad. But his dad never came home.
There had been an accident and his dad had been hit by a car on a
pedestrian crossing. The young man driving the car had been travelling too
fast and didn’t stop in time. His dad never regained consciousness and died in
hospital. William felt terrible. He couldn’t talk about the awful day. He
couldn’t talk to either his Mum’s family or his Dad’s. How could he tell his
mum about the last words he ever said to his Dad? He felt guilty and
wondered if it had been his fault his Dad had died. After all what he had
said had come true – he would never go to another football match with his
2

Fenian – Originally ‘Fenians’ were members of an Irish Republican Brotherhood active in
19th century fighting British rule in Ireland. It has become a derogatory label that William
has heard some Protestant friends attach to Catholics.
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dad ever again. Why did I say that? I didn’t mean it Daddy, he would say to
himself over and over again. He didn’t go to the funeral, and didn’t think he
would be able to go to a football match ever again. He couldn’t concentrate
in class and his schoolwork was very poor. His teacher had been speaking to
his mum about it. His mum was worried about him.
‘William do you remember going to Corrymeela last summer on the family
week?
‘Yes… why?’
‘Well they have a group called Treetops3 that works with children, and
families like ours, that have lost someone very dear to them. Would you
come with me to the meetings? There is one meeting a week for six weeks,
and they last for about an hour and a half. You would be meeting with other
children who had lost someone very special, like your Daddy and I would
meet the other grown-ups. Look here’s one of the magazines they produce
with pictures and stories and poems written by the children.’
William went with his mum. There were eight in his group, the leaders three grown-ups, and four other children. Like ‘circle time’ in school, they
sat in a circle, only on big floor cushions, and made ground rules. William
loved the session about anger. He and the others tore up old newspapers,
scrunched the paper pieces into a ball and threw them at the wall – it was
great. He wasn’t so happy with the session about guilt and the horrible
memory of the last thing he ever said to his dad came back to him. One of
the tasks they had that week was to draw a picture of themselves doing
something they used to enjoy with the person who had died and write a
message telling that person something they wanted them to hear. William
drew a picture of himself and his dad at a football match and wrote, ‘Dear
Dad, I love you very much and going with you to watch Linfield was very
special.’ That helped him tell his story to the other children between his
tears. He was very brave and everyone gave him a smile or a hug, and told
3

Treetops finished its work in 2005 after 10 pioneering years in this area – other groups
exist
however
to
support
children,
families,
schools
etc.
See
www.childhoodbereavementnetwork.org.uk or www.winstonswish.org.uk or contact Cruse
Bereavement Care, Knockbracken Healthcare Park, Saintfield Road, Belfast BT8 8BH. Tel
(028) 90-792419. E-mail address for Cruse (NI) Children’s & Young People’s Services Coordinator is:Elaine.roub@cruse.org.uk The Cruse website can be found at
www.crusebereavementcare.org.uk, with a link to the youth bereavement support website:
www.rd4u.org.uk
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him that it wasn’t his fault that his daddy died. Seamus told William that
his Dad would want him to continue to support Linfield, even though Seamus
supported Cliftonville! That made William smile. Lisa, one of the leaders,
thanked him for being brave and telling his story for it had helped her to
tell hers. Although it was a hard session, it really helped William and he left
the group that week feeling a lot less worried. At the last meeting, he
announced to everyone that he was going to support Linfield at a football
match the following week with his uncle David and his cousin Thomas. They
all cheered!
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WILLIAM’S VISIT TO GRANNY QUINN’S
Rosie, William’s mum, sometimes took him to visit his grandparents off the
Falls Road in West Belfast. Granny and Granda Quinn were not very happy
about their daughter Rosie, a Catholic, marrying Albert Beattie, a
Protestant. Albert, William’s dad, had died in a road traffic accident and
now Rosie’s parents were wondering if Rosie and William might consider
moving house to be nearer them in West Belfast.
‘Sure all the family lives here Rosie – you’d have everybody ‘round you. You’d
like that wouldn’t you Liam?’
William was not sure. ‘All the family’ didn’t include the Beatties and he still
wasn’t sure he liked being called ‘Liam’.
He just said, ‘No, Granny I wouldn’t. I like living where I am.’
William was sulking and feeling sorry for himself because he had wanted to
stay at home that afternoon.
‘Well Liam, I have asked your cousins Kevin and Aidan over this afternoon
and you can play with them out in the park. I got your favourite ice cream in
too. What do you think of that?’
Granny had gone to a lot of trouble to make everything welcoming for
William. He knew well enough that she was a very kind woman and a generous
neighbour.
‘Thanks Granny.’ He decided that he would make an effort to be more
grateful.
He was taking his football outside just as his cousins were arriving. They
said hello and then rushed past him to talk to Grandpa about the Gaelic
match that they were hoping to watch that afternoon on TV. William didn’t
know anything about Gaelic and felt left out.
He felt the same when he went to the Beattie’s, his Dad’s family. He was
very fond of Granda Beattie and loved to go for a walk with him and the dog
and talk to him about when his dad was a wee boy. But one day his cousins
Britney and Curtis were over visiting and collecting wood for the bonie
(bonfire) and William wanted to help.
‘No way,’ Curtis had told him, ‘You’re not a proper Protestant. An’ you’re not
even a proper Catholic – in fact you’re nothing.’
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‘That’s not true’, thought William, ‘I’m something. I’m William. I go to
church with my mum and to the Sunday school that dad used to take me to
as well. After dad died, Mum arranged for my friends to call for me. I go to
the cubs and have loads of badges. Akela says I’m clever and she made me a
Sixer. I have lots of friends at school too.’
He remembered his conversation with his friend David in school about
identity.
‘My cousins Britney and Curtis are not the same and neither are Kevin and
Aidan. We all have different identities and we all belong to one another.’
Suddenly William didn’t feel ‘left out’ anymore. He decided he was going to
find out all about Gaelic and share his favourite ice-cream that Granny got in
for him with his cousins.
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WILLIAM’S T-SHIRT
William was very happy. The teacher had been talking to them in circle time
about identity and all the ways they were both alike and different from one
another.
‘Identity is very complicated, Miss,’ he had been saying, ‘Take me and my
friend David - we’re both lads, we both like football and go to the same
school but we’re different too, Miss.’ Sarah talked about how everyone in
her family was different and how she sometimes felt like the odd one out.
The teacher asked if anyone else in the circle ever felt like that. William
was amazed to see all the heads nodding and he joined in. The teacher read
them a story4 about someone who was ‘different’ and always felt like the odd
one out, but it had a happy ending and he realized he wasn’t as ‘different’ as
he thought he was.
Then the teacher asked them to get into four small groups. She asked them
all to make a list of all the things about them that were different and all the
things about them that were similar. They had to design a T-shirt that
represented their group – that said something about the things they had in
common - and also about the range of different interests.
William thought it was great fun. Of course they had the school crest and a
map of Northern Ireland because they were all either born or living there or
both. But he also discovered that everyone in his group had a pet and liked
reading. There were also differences – there were boys and girls; Farah was
Muslim, the rest were Christian; Andrew was Chinese; Lindsay used a
wheelchair, some liked taking part in sports, some liked watching and some
were more interested in drawing and painting or practicing on their drum kit.
It was a very interesting picture! The best fun came when they took turns
to transfer their design from the paper to the T-shirt using the fabric
crayons. The group decided that Collette would wear and show off the Tshirt and William could read out the special design features. The group
decided what he would say and he wrote it out. When everyone had finished,
the teacher played some music and encouraged the T-shirt models from each
group to walk around the class whilst the commentator talked about the
various features. It was a real celebration of diversity and William was
delighted.
4

See class library suggestions
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WILLIAM AND HIS DAD
William Beattie is 9 years old. He lives off the Lisburn Road in Belfast
with his mum, Rosie. When he was 8 his father died. William has very
happy memories of his dad and also some sad ones. He remembers the
day his dad died. William’s dad, Albert, was a lorry driver and a keen
football supporter. He had been taking William with him to various
matches to support his team, Linfield in the nearby Windsor Park and
William really looked forward to them. One week, however, his Dad told
him that he would not be taking William this time because he had been
very cheeky to his granny Quinn. William was angry.
‘Dad, please, it’s not fair.’
‘You have to learn to respect your elders, William. Calling your Granny
names is just not on! Granny Quinn and your mother were very upset. I
had to do something. You’re not going to the match this week and that’s
final. There’ll be other matches, son.’
‘I hate you and I won’t go to another match with you ever again.’
William sat in his room that Saturday afternoon watching television and
wondering how the match was going. He so wanted to be there. He was
also feeling bad because he knew that he had been wrong to call his
granny a ‘Fenian’1 just because he didn’t like her calling him ‘Liam’. He
decided to make a card for Granny saying he was sorry and he would
apologize to his Mum and Dad as well. He felt a bit better after he made
the card and went downstairs to wait for his Dad. But his dad never came
home.
There had been an accident and his dad had been hit by a car on a
pedestrian crossing. The young man driving the car had been travelling
too fast and didn’t stop in time. His dad never regained consciousness and
died in hospital. William felt terrible. He couldn’t talk about the awful
day. He couldn’t talk to either his Mum’s family or his Dad’s. How could
he tell his mum about the last words he ever said to his Dad? He felt
guilty and wondered if it had been his fault his Dad had died. After all
what he had said had come true – he would never go to another football
match with his dad ever again. Why did I say that? I didn’t mean it
Daddy, he would say to himself over and over again. He didn’t go to the
1

Fenian – Originally ‘Fenians’ were members of an Irish Republican Brotherhood active in
19th century fighting British rule in Ireland. It has become a derogatory label that
William has heard some Protestant friends attach to Catholics.
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funeral, and didn’t think he would be able to go to a football match ever
again. He couldn’t concentrate in class and his schoolwork was very poor.
His teacher had been speaking to his mum about it. His mum was worried
about him.
‘William do you remember going to Corrymeela last summer on the family
week?
‘Yes… why?’
‘Well they have a group called Treetops2 that works with children, and
families like ours, that have lost someone very dear to them. Would you
come with me to the meetings? There is one meeting a week for six
weeks, and they last for about an hour and a half. You would be meeting
with other children who had lost someone very special, like your Daddy
and I would meet the other grown-ups. Look here’s one of the magazines
they produce with pictures and stories and poems written by the
children.’
William went with his mum. There were eight in his group, the leaders three grown-ups, and four other children. Like ‘circle time’ in school, they
sat in a circle, only on big floor cushions, and made ground rules. William
loved the session about anger. He and the others tore up old newspapers,
scrunched the paper pieces into a ball and threw them at the wall – it was
great. He wasn’t so happy with the session about guilt and the horrible
memory of the last thing he ever said to his dad came back to him. One of
the tasks they had that week was to draw a picture of themselves doing
something they used to enjoy with the person who had died and write a
message telling that person something they wanted them to hear. William
drew a picture of himself and his dad at a football match and wrote, ‘Dear
Dad, I love you very much and going with you to watch Linfield was very
special.’ That helped him tell his story to the other children between his
tears. He was very brave and everyone gave him a smile or a hug, and told
him that it wasn’t his fault that his daddy died. Seamus told William that
his Dad would want him to continue to support Linfield, even though
Seamus supported Cliftonville! That made William smile. Lisa, one of the
2

Treetops finished its work in 2005 after 10 pioneering years in this area – other
groups exist however to support children, families, schools etc. See
www.childhoodbereavementnetwork.org.uk or www.winstonswish.org.uk or contact Cruse
Bereavement Care, Knockbracken Healthcare Park, Saintfield Road, Belfast BT8 8BH.
Tel (028) 90-792419. E-mail address for Cruse (NI) Children’s & Young People’s Services
Co-ordinator is:Elaine.roub@cruse.org.uk The Cruse website can be found at
www.crusebereavementcare.org.uk, with a link to the youth bereavement support
website: www.rd4u.org.uk
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leaders, thanked him for being brave and telling his story for it had
helped her to tell hers. Although it was a hard session, it really helped
William and he left the group that week feeling a lot less worried. At the
last meeting, he announced to everyone that he was going to support
Linfield at a football match the following week with his uncle David and
his cousin Thomas. They all cheered!
DEALING WITH LOSS
Use with the picture – William at Treetops
The members of William’s group had various ways of helping them deal
with loss. William liked his rucksack with some of his favourite things
inside including his Treetops Teddy, which also had a rucksack for even
smaller things.
One of the girls had a teddy; others had a worry box, worry dolls, a
computer, a feelings box or a story quilt to help them deal with the
various feelings that went with loss.
The Teddy was good for a cuddle anytime you needed one; the computer
was good for writing stories to and keeping them safe; a worry box was a
good way to store and share worries with others in the group and the
objects in the feelings box helped you describe how you were feeling.
The worry dolls came from Guatemala in Central America – they would
take any worries you were ready to let go of.
William remembers the story quilt he made with some other children and
‘grown ups’ one weekend at Corrymeela. It was a quilt about all the things
that made the centre at Ballycastle in Northern Ireland home for them.
He was with a group using fabric pens on their piece…
The leader sewed them all together at the end. All the pieces together in
a big quilt tell a story about our home in Northern Ireland.
William keeps special objects in his Treetops teddy’s rucksack relating to
his identity. This Teddy lives in his own bigger rucksack along with other
special things that he talks about in his stories.
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WILLIAM’S T-SHIRT
William was very happy. The teacher had been talking to them in circle time
about identity and all the ways they were both alike and different from one
another.
‘Identity is very complicated, Miss,’ he had been saying, ‘Take me and my
friend David - we’re both lads, we both like football and go to the same
school but we’re different too, Miss.’ Sarah talked about how everyone in
her family was different and how she sometimes felt like the odd one out.
The teacher asked if anyone else in the circle ever felt like that. William
was amazed to see all the heads nodding and he joined in. The teacher read
them a story1 about someone who was ‘different’ and always felt like the odd
one out, but it had a happy ending and he realized he wasn’t as ‘different’ as
he thought he was.
Then the teacher asked them to get into four small groups. She asked them
all to make a list of all the things about them that were different and all the
things about them that were similar. They had to design a T-shirt that
represented their group – that said something about the things they had in
common - and also about the range of different interests.
William thought it was great fun. Of course they had the school crest and a
map of Northern Ireland because they were all either born or living there or
both. But he also discovered that everyone in his group had a pet and liked
reading. There were also differences – there were boys and girls; Farah was
Muslim, the rest were Christian; Andrew was Chinese; Lindsay used a
wheelchair, some liked taking part in sports, some liked watching and some
were more interested in drawing and painting or practicing on their drum kit.
It was a very interesting picture! The best fun came when they took turns
to transfer their design from the paper to the T-shirt using the fabric
crayons. The group decided that Collette would wear and show off the Tshirt and William could read out the special design features. The group
decided what he would say and he wrote it out. When everyone had finished,
the teacher played some music and encouraged the T-shirt models from each
group to walk around the class whilst the commentator talked about the
various features. It was a real celebration of diversity and William was
delighted.
1

See class library suggestions
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DIFFERENTLY ABLED - LINDSAY
Lindsay has cerebral palsy which means that she doesn’t have the same
control of her body as the other members of her class. She uses a
wheelchair to move about. Her favourite subjects in school are English and
history. She also enjoys painting. Her occupational therapist fitted her with
a unicorn head pointer because her head is the best controlled part of her
body. She uses this when typing on the computer and also fits her
paintbrush to it.
One day there was a visiting artist in school and he was showing the children
how he painted his landscapes. He was using oil paint and was talking about
how messy his hands could get sometimes.
‘Why don’t you use your head,’ Lindsay suggested helpfully.
At first the visitor thought she was being cheeky.
‘And how exactly would that help?’ he asked.
Lindsay looked over towards her head pointer.
‘Ah,’ he said, ’that’s clever. I don’t suppose you ever have to worry about
getting paint on your hands!’



Can you think of ways in which the children in your class/group are
differently-abled?
Are there some skills you could learn to ‘enable’ you to break down
some of the walls that separate ‘differently-abled‘ people, e.g.
learning a sign language, communication symbols or Braille.
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INCLUSION AND DIFFERENCE
Lindsay is a very kind girl. She often observes other people while sitting in
her wheelchair, imagining how they are feeling from their actions and
expressions. For example she noticed that Susie often stayed inside while
the other girls were playing ring games outside. She found her pretending
to read a library book one day.
‘Hi Susie,’ she said, ’is that a good book?’
‘I don’t know. I’m not really reading it. I just don’t want to be outside. The
others never let me join in because they won’t hold my hands – you see
they’re covered in warts!’
‘Well sometimes it’s difficult for me to join in things because I use a
wheelchair, but I have to adapt and think of ways round it. Have you ever
thought of gloves?’
‘What?’
‘Gloves – that way people can hold your hands without touching your warts!’
You’re brilliant Lindsay,’ said Susie, ‘why didn’t I think of that!’
‘Your physical difficulties don’t have to ‘disable’ you. You have to think of
different ways of doing things – that’s all. There are lots of ways in which
all of us are ‘differently abled’.


What are some of the bodily physical barriers that can separate
people? (E.g. warts; physical differences; smells.)



What are some of the ways we could overcome these?



What ground rules could we make to be more inclusive of different
people?
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WHAT DISABLES US?










Age
Temperature – extremes heat/cold – heat exhaustion
Altitude – lack of oxygen
Fashion – high heels; tight skirt
Illness - various
Injuries – sport; burns etc
Accidents – Road Traffic Accidents etc
Equipment/Tools – wrong chair/wheelchair/paint brush etc
Body language – someone who can’t smile etc
WHAT MAKES YOU AWKWARD/LEFT OUT?









Warts – something that prevents someone wanting contact
Infectious illness – don’t want to catch it
Host to – fleas; lice that can hop onto someone else
Smell – offensive
Ill – not able to join in
Physically incapacitated – broken arm etc
Appearance - different gender; religion; dress; skin colour; language;
accent; sexual orientation; interest.
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LINDSAY – questions


What footwear/clothes does Lindsay wear? What clothes do you think
she would like to wear? Fashion - how might she feel at a disco or on a
school outing/residential with her friends?



What tools/aids does she use? How might these restrict her mobility?
Her access to shops you are familiar with; your school; your church;
your cinema/leisure centre or youth/community centre?



How might she eat her food? How does she feel going out with her
friends for a meal?



How might she feel in your local church/place of worship? Are people
around her standing up to sing hymns? Can she turn the pages to
follow the words? Does she need Braille? If so is it available? Can she
hear or understand the sermon? Does she require sign language? Is it
available? If speech impaired, does she feel free to ‘sing’ – hum/make
sounds? How do people around her react? Is she allowed to read the
lesson/prayers? How does she feel when everyone starts to clap with
the singing if she can’t? Is she uncomfortable/hot/cold?



How might this situation in an ‘average’ church service transfer into
other areas of life – guide/scout camp; school residential or day trip;
friend’s birthday party; a sponsored walk; trip to the cinema/bowling
alley/swimmers?



How might Lindsay communicate how she is feeling if unable to speak?
Facial expression; eye/body language; symbols; sign language. Are we
sensitive to or aware of these alternative methods of communication?



Have you ever experienced a temporary disability – broken arm etc?
How did you feel?



What makes you feel awkward; left out; excluded?



With the aging process – what changes? Are all the changes for the
worse? What’s better/improves?
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William

William’s Badges

Albert and Rosie at Corrymeela

William’s cousins

William’s cousins

William’s Photo of
his Dad

William at Treetops

William’s friend, Lindsay

Puppets for the section
on disability

The Definition of Sectarianism from the research findings of Drs J. Liechty and C. Clegg, Moving
Beyond Sectarianism, Columba Press, 2001. pp. 102-103

Sectarianism is a system of attitudes

actions

Beliefs and...

structures

at personal...communal...
and institutional levels
Which always involves religion
and typically involves a mixing
of religion and politics

...which

arises as a distorted expression
of positive, human needs especially for ......

belonging, identity and free expression of
difference

and is expressed in destructive patterns
of relating....
* hardening the boundaries between
groups
* overlooking others
* belittling; dehumanising;
or demonising others
* justifying or collaborating in the
domination of others
* physically or verbally intimidating
or attacking others.

WILLIAM’S FAMILY AND IDENTITY

GAME – WALLS AND BRIDGES (an adaptation of Snakes and Ladders)
• Use a square sheet of fabric with a chequer board design and ten X
ten 8-10 inches squares (100 squares altogether) or use heavy card
and draw and colour 100 squares in a chequer board pattern.
• If using fabric, sew together with a plain backing and finish off the
sides to look like a large game board.
• Make or use four counters and a large dice.
• Make at least 100 individual squares in card or fabric to fit over
the squares on the game board.
• Give two squares to each of the members of the group, along with
some marker pens or fabric pens. Ask them to draw, or write about
one thing that would help people come together (Bridge) and one
thing that keeps people apart (Wall) in Northern Ireland.
• Ask the members of the group to arrange their squares onto the
game board.
• Divide the large group into 4 smaller groups of about 6-8 in
number.
• Give each group a counter and tell them to take turns throwing the
dice. If their counter lands on a bridge they can take their counter
forwards 5 spaces; if on a wall they go back 5 spaces and so on
until the first group reaches HOME.
• Talk about the progress of each group, what helps and what doesn’t
help people come together.
• Talk about the feelings – excitement; disappointment; winning;
losing; frustration etc.

The Walls and Bridges Game

WILLIAM’S STORIES - SECTARIANISM
BACKGROUND READING/INFORMATION
STORIES – There are a number of other stories in the Introduction section
– in Conflict (General) - class library
Carville, D & Roisin Matthews, Sarah’s Story (Belfast: Discovery Pub.), 2002.
A book based on the Channel Video resource - Sarah and the Whammi – Key
stage 1.
Various, Do you see what I see? (Derry/Londonderry: INCORE) 1998
This is a book of young people’s experiences of ‘the Troubles’ in their own
words and photographs – key stage 2/3.
RESOURCE PACKS and PRACTICE MANUALS
Bennett S, The Batzwa Files and Granny Meg’s 100th Birthday Bash, (Belfast:
Churches Peace Education Programme) 1996.
Resource materials for Key stage 2.
Connolly, Paul, Fair Play (Belfast: Barnardo’s and Save the Children), 2003.
A booklet for parents and guardians of children in N. Ireland to increase our
understanding of prejudice and discrimination, give practical advice and
guidance and increase our confidence and skills to talk about it.
Hall, E - Little Pathways Getting to Know Me, and accompanying storybooks
Happy Hannah; Frightened Fred; Sad Sarah; and Angry Arthur for year 1;
The Zig Zag Carpet for year 2; Let’s Be Friends, Friendship Skills in year 3;
Let’s Talk, Personal Development in year 4 (Belfast: Churches Peace
Education Programme), 1999 - 2003.
Excellent resource materials for emotional literacy - Key stage 1
Indian Community Centre, Information pack
The Indian Community centre has produced this lovely illustrated pack
outlining culture, music, religions, festivals, and customs – key stage 2. They
also produce booklets annually on the mela festival for all including recipes
etc.
McIvor, P, An Ulster Wean’s A-Z and Companion and Frieze, Blackstaff Press
(Belfast: CRC), 1999.
This is a very useful book giving an A-Z of places and cultural traditions
from both of the main communities in N. Ireland – Key stage 1/2.
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Northern Ireland Museums Council, Our People, our times (Belfast: CRC).
2006.
This is a brief illustrated history of Northern Ireland’s cultural diversity
including our minority ethnic communities – key stage 1-4.The Ulster
museum has also produced booklets to accompany various exhibits – ‘Icons of
Identity’ and ‘Conflict – The Irish at war.’
Richardson, N. Making Rainbows – Creative ideas for exploring and
celebrating difference (Belfast: Enelar Publications), 2001.
A lovely resource with a music CD exploring and celebrating difference – key
stage 1/2.
Save the Children, Think of Me, Think of You (Belfast: SCF), 2004.
An anti-discrimination training resource for young people by young people –
key stages 1-4
Save the Children, Partners in Rights (London: SCF), 2000.
A resource containing many creative activities exploring rights and
citizenship for 7-11 year olds – key stage 2.
The EMU Promoting School Project, The Games Book & Peer Mediation
Manual
This is a very useful manual for peer mediations training in the primary
school – key stage 2 – Teachers and leaders.
Youth Link NI, A Strategy for Peace - Training in Cross-community skills and
issues, 1994
This is a manual giving some historical and political background - Teachers
and Leaders
Various, Different Tracks; Experiential learning (Belfast: Corrymeela Press),
2001. This is a practical resource guide for creative approaches to
Community Relations work including adventure learning; art and
puppets/drama; and environmental activities -Teachers and Leaders.
REFERENCE BOOKS for Leaders and Teachers
Connolly, Paul, Community Relations work with Pre School children (Belfast:
Community Relations Council), 1999 – Defining and understanding
sectarianism and challenging pre-school children’s’ existing sectarian
attitudes.
The Community Relations Information Centre in College Square East has a
number of resources in addition to those listed here and is worth a regular
visit. One of their booklets, ‘A young person’s Guide to Cultural Diversity in
Northern Ireland,’ is particularly good.
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Connolly, Paul, Too Young to Notice? (Belfast: Community Relations Council),
2002.- Research findings about sectarianism in 3-5 year olds.
Elliott, S and W.D. Flackes, Northern Ireland: A Political Directory 1968 1999 (Belfast: The Blackstaff Press), 1999 – good background historical &
political information easily found.
Law G, The Cultural Traditions Dictionary, (Belfast: Blackstaff Press) 1998 an illustrated A-Z of cultural symbols and artifacts.
Lenane B, The State we’re in, How can we change it? (Belfast: The Churches
Peace Education Programme) – Resources for history & politics at Key Stage
3.
Liechty J & Cecelia Clegg, Moving Beyond Sectarianism, (Dublin: Columba
Press), 2001 – the findings of a 6-year research project on sectarianism in
N. Ireland,
Logan A and K. Gormley, Rivalry and Conflict (Omagh: Colourpoint Press),
1995.
This book provides a short illustrated background to some of the issues
contributing to sectarianism and outlined in ‘Moving Beyond Sectarianism’ –
useful pictures, maps etc to use with key stage 2.
McKittrick D, Seamus Kelters, Brian Feeney & Chris Thornton, Lost Lives,
(Edinburgh: Mainstream publishing), 1999 – a documentation of people who
lost their lives during the N. Ireland ‘Troubles.’
National Union of Journalists, Forced to Flee, (Belfast; Refugee Action
Group)
A booklet with photographs and personal stories answering 20 of the most
frequently asked questions about refugees and asylum seekers in Northern
Ireland.
Smyth M and Marie-Therese Fay (ed.) Personal Accounts from Northern
Ireland’s Troubles (London: Pluto Press), 2000. – moving personal accounts
by people who were greatly affected by the ‘Troubles’.
Tyrell J, Peer Mediation – a process for Primary Schools, (London: Souvenir
Press), 2002. – A description of the process involved in introducing peer
mediation in the primary school.
CARTOONS, BANNERS AND MURALS for Leaders and Teachers
Buckley A.D., Symbols in Northern Ireland, Inst. of Irish Studies (Belfast:
Q.U.B.), 1998.
Darby J, Dressed to Kill, (Belfast: Appletree Press), 1983.
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Douglas R; Liam Harte; Jim O’Hara Drawing Conclusions - Cartoon History of
Anglo-Irish Relations 1798-1998, (Belfast: Blackstaff Press), 1998.
Friers, R The Book of Friers, (Belfast: Blackstaff Press), 1973.
Friers R, Trouble Free, (Belfast: Appletree Press), 1988.
Hall, Stephen, It’s the label that makes all the difference (Belfast: Hall),
1998.
This little booklet is full of cartoons, poems and posters that could be very
useful to encourage class debate/discussion on ‘difference’.
Jarman N, Displaying Faith, Inst. of Irish Studies (Belfast: QUB), 1999.
Killen J, The Unkindest Cut -A cartoon history of Ulster (Belfast:
Blackstaff Press), 2000.
Knox I, Culture Vultures - Political cartoons 1990 – 1999, (Belfast:
Blackstaff Press), 1999.
Loftus B, Mirrors - Orange and Green , (Dundrum: Picture Press), 1994.
Rolston B, Drawing Support – Murals of the North of Ireland, and Drawing
Support 2 – Murals of War and Peace, (Belfast: Beyond the Pale Pub.), 1992
and 1995.
Turner M, Illuminations 101 Drawings from Early Irish History, (Kilkenny:
Boethius Press), 1985/86.
Turner M, Pack up your Troubles - 25 years of N. Ireland Cartoons (Belfast:
Blackstaff Press), 1995.
Turner M, The Noble Art of Politics-Political cartoons 1994-96
(Belfast: Blackstaff Press), 1996.
Turner M, A fistful of Dailers Political Cartoons 1983-87 (London: Gill and
McMillan), 1987.
Turner M, Railings-Political Cartoons 1998 – 2000 (Belfast: Blackstaff
Press), 2000.
Turner M, Brace Yourself, Bridge it! A guide to Irish Political Relationships,
(Belfast: Blackstaff Press), 1998.
VIDEOS
Corrymeela Community, Creating Community Video resource (available from
Corrymeela Tel. 9050 8080)
This is a training video resource for leaders and teachers
Flipsides (Derry: The Nerve Centre)
There are a number of cartoons in this lovely video, featuring characters
from outside N. Ireland coming to terms with the sectarianism; mural
characters coming off walls etc… key stage 2/3.
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4learning, Sarah and the Whammi and Sarah Movers on - Videos and
Teacher’s Guides, Contact 4learning.info@channel4.co.uk 2001-4.
A good resource pack with accompanying video film about a little girl from
Derry/Londonderry with a Catholic Mum and Protestant Dad coming to terms
with her own identity. Sarah and the Whammi is for Key stage 1, and Sarah
Moves on Key Stage 2.
UUC, Off the Walls - Speak your Piece (Coleraine: UUC), 1996.
Speak your Piece is an accompanying booklet to ‘Off the Walls’ video
resource for key stage 3 introducing a number of issues around
sectarianism.
CD-ROMS
1798 – Myth and Memory (Derry: The Nerve Centre).
This interactive CD-ROM traces the journey of the United Irishmen from
secular revolutionaries to nationalist martyrs, venerated by church and state
– Key stage 3.
1916 - The Battle of the Somme; The Easter Rising (Derry: The Nerve
Centre).
This CD-ROM looks at the history and continuing significance of both events
and highlights common themes – Key stage 3.
A State Apart (N. Ireland: BBC).
This CD-ROM is an interactive chronicle of the N. Ireland conflict through
which you can construct your own presentations – Teachers/Leaders and
Key Stages 3/4.
An Ulster Wean’s A-Z Spaces and Places (Derry: The Nerve Centre), 2004.
Based on the book by P. McIvor, this is a lovely interactive CD-ROM for
children – the places are located in the six counties in N. Ireland; the spaces
(events) in the four seasons, extending them to include those of the minority
ethnic communities - Key stage 2.
Derry City Council and Holywell Trust, Seeing Sense (Derry: The Nerve
Centre), 2004.
This is an interactive CD-ROM for children looking at citizenship and human
rights education – Key stage 2
Interlinks (Belfast: CEA), 2001.
This CD-ROM contains the scrapbook of eight children who all live in N.
Ireland and have links with other people and other places – interactive and
great for children to explore – Key stages 1/2.
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Together in the Park (Belfast: NIPPA), 2005.
Also featuring on TV ads and part of the Media Initiative for Children (MIC)
the characters in this CD-ROM highlight issues around Community Relations;
Citizenship; diversity and inclusion particularly Racism; sectarianism and
differently-abled. Contact NIPPA for further resources and ways to use
this resource - Foundation and Key stage 1.
Troubled Images (Belfast: Linen Hall Library), 2001.
This is a useful CD-ROM for teachers/leaders wanting images/pictures or
photographs of murals; posters; emblems; banners; flags etc from Northern
Ireland’s ‘Troubles’ to use in group work - Teachers/Leaders.
WEBSITES
www.cain.ulst.ac.uk
Good background information on events issues, conflict and politics in N.
Ireland. You can download and print out symbols; murals; flags etc.
www.luckyduck.co.uk
This website is a good source for ordering books on subjects from bullying
and emotional literacy to circle time etc.
www.bbc.co.uk/ni/education/history William 111; Plantation; Easter Rising;
The Troubles: Eyewitness to history
www.incore.ulst.ac.uk Initiative on Conflict Resolution and Ethnicity
(INCORE)
www.jedini.com Joined in Equity Diversity and Interdependence (JEDI)
www.wimps.org.uk Who Is My Public Servant? This is a citizenship site for
young people, raising awareness about their political representation in local
government and their participation in the democratic process and gathering
views on various issues.
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